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Pennsylvania's Unique Approach to
School Administrator Bargaining Rights
I. Introduction
On June 29, 1984 Pennsylvania Governor Thornburgh signed
Act 93 of 1983,1 which amended the Public School Code of 19492
(hereinafter School Code) to provide certain bargaining rights 3 to
Pennsylvania school administrators.' In general terms, Act 93 gives
school district administrators the right to "meet and discuss" com-
pensation matters with their district school board 5 but preserves to
each board the right to make final compensation decisions.' The Act
also affirms the continuing applicability of the Pennsylvania Public
Employe Anti-Strike Act of 19477 to school administrators. 8 That
statute not only prohibits strikes by certain public employees but
provides a grievance resolution procedure using three-member panels
to conduct informal conferences, hold formal hearings and make rec-
ommendations to resolve public employee grievances.9 Act 93 differs
from other states' efforts in two ways. First, the act's mechanisms
are not part of the existing public employee bargaining law. Second,
the Pennsylvania Legislature has expressly adopted a "management
team philosophy" as the framework within which the statutory
mechanisms are to operate.10 No other state has employed this
1. Act of June 29, 1984, Act No. 1984-93, 1984 PA. LAWS 438. The administrator
bargaining provisions are found in § 4 of the Act, which is codified at PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 24, §
11-1164 (Purdon Supp. 1985) [hereinafter cited as § 11-1164].
2. Public School Code of 1949, PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 24, §§ 1-101 to 27-2702 (Purdon
1962 & Purdon Supp. 1985) [hereinafter cited as PSC].
3. See § 11-1164.
4. See § 1 I-1164(a) (defining "school administrator"). Generally, a "school adminis-
trator" may be thought of as a principal or an assistant principal.
5. See § 11-1164(c), which provides that "[s]chool employers, upon the written re-
quest of a majority of the school administrators in the district, shall be required to meet and
discuss in good faith with the school administrators on administrator compensation prior to
adoption of the compensation plan."
6. See generally § I 1-1164(d) (providing that each school board adopts the plan for
that district).
7. Public Employe Anti-Strike Act of 1947, PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 43, §§ 215-1 - 215.5
(Purdon 1964 & Purdon Supp. 1985) [hereinafter cited as ASA].
8. See § I l-I 164(f), which provides that "[s]chool employers and school administra-
tors shall continue to be subject to the act of June 30, 1947 (P.L. 1183, No. 492), referred to
as the Public Employe Anti-Strike Law."
9. See ASA § 215.1 (Purdon Supp. 1985).
10. See § 11-1164(b), which provides that "[t]he purpose of this section is to provide a
unique approach.
This comment examines the historical context in which Act 93
was conceived, including how school administrator compensation was
affected by granting teachers, but not administrators, the right to
strike. This comment suggests that the statutory provisions of Act 93
will be interpreted in light of the Public Employe Relations Act of
197011 and in light of the implications of the "management team
philosophy." Case law under the Pennsylvania Public Employe Anti-
Strike Act of 19472 is reviewed with the focus on how grievance
procedures overlap with, as well as complement, the "meet and dis-
cuss" mechanism of Act 93. Finally, this comment discusses school
administrators' responses to Act 93 and examines the future of
school administrator bargaining in Pennsylvania.
II. General State Approaches to School Administrator Bargaining
Each state's approach to school administrator collective bar-
gaining falls into one of three general categories: (1) total exclusion
of school administrators from coverage by any statute giving employ-
ees the right to negotiate contracts or otherwise bargain with em-
ployees over compensation and related matters; (2) common statu-
tory coverage with rank-and-file teachers; or (3) modified statutory
coverage.13
The first category describes the statutes of twenty-seven states. 4
Some of these states give no bargaining rights to any public employ-
ees. 5 Other states permit bargaining by non-school public employees
only. 16 Several states that do have statutes providing coverage for
school personnel exclude school administrators while including
teachers and, sometimes, "first-level" supervisors. 17 Of course, even
means by which compensation matters affecting school administrators can be resolved within
the framework of a management team philosophy."
I1. Public Employe Relations Act of 1970, PA STAT. ANN. tit. 43, §§ 1101.101-
1101.2301 (Purdon Supp. 1985) [hereinafter cited as PERA].
12. See supra note 7.
13. Lareau, The Issue of Collective Bargaining for School Supervisors and Adminis-
trators, 31 LAB. L.J. 153, 159-63 (1980).
14. Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indi-
ana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico, North Carolina,
Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin
and Wyoming. See generally [Reference File] GOV'T EMPL. REL. REP. (BNA) at 50:101-1101
(Oct. 21, 1985) (summaries of the state labor relations laws). A convenient compilation of the
text of the various state labor relations laws may be found in 4, 4A LAB. REL. REP. (BNA).
15. Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, Utah, Virginia and West Virginia. See [Reference File] GOV'T EMPL. REL. REP. (BNA)
at 51:101 (Oct. 21, 1985).
16. See, e.g., ALA. CODE § 11-43-143 (1977) (Alabama extends bargaining rights only
to firefighters).
17. See, e.g., DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 14, § 4002(1) (1984) (defining "public school em-
ployee" to exclude public school administrators).
in states where school administrators are excluded from coverage,
administrators have had some limited success in bargaining with
school districts on a voluntary basis.18
Twenty-one states 9 have elected to give substantially the same
collective bargaining coverage to school administrators as that given
to rank-and-file teachers, although in some cases the administrators
must form separate bargaining units.2 0 Most of the statutes do not
permit strikes by any covered school personnel but do provide for one
or more of the following dispute resolution mechanisms: mediation,
fact-finding and arbitration.
Mediation is the intervention of an impartial third party to per-
suade the parties to agree." In fact-finding an impartial individual
or panel conducts an investigation, holds hearings and submits a gen-
erally non-binding report to the parties and, in some cases, to the
public.22 Arbitration involves the referral of a dispute to a disinter-
ested third party for a formal hearing and decision on the merits.
While an arbitrator's decision may be binding pursuant to statute or
by advance agreement of the parties, many statutes provide that an
arbitrator's decision will only be advisory.
23
Only two states, California and Pennsylvania, have chosen to
extend modified rights to school administrators. California has pro-
hibited those serving in management positions from striking or for-
mally negotiating contracts through an exclusive collective bargain-
ing representative.2 4 School administrators in California may,
however, be "represented" in their "employment relationship" by an
18. See generally Murriman & Cooper, Attitudes of Professionals Toward Arbitra-
tion, 37 ARB. J. 12, 14 (1982) (Table I tallies school districts with administrator bargaining,
by state. Comparison with the listing of states in note 14 above reveals several states with
voluntary bargaining).
19. Alaska, Connecticut, Hawaii, Idaho, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri (meet and confer only), Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, Vermont and Wash-
ington. See generally [Reference File] Gov'T EMP. REL. REP. (BNA) at 51:121-1042 (Oct. 21,
1985) (summaries of state labor law provisions).
20. See, e.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 10-153b (West Supp. 1985).
21. [Reference File] GOV'T EMPL. REL. REP. (BNA) at 91:17 (May 18, 1981)
(Glossary).
22. Id. at 91:11.
23. Id. at 91:02-03 (definitions of "arbitration," "advisory arbitration," "compulsory
arbitration" and "voluntary arbitration"). As indicated in the definition of "advisory arbitra-
tion," the thought behind "advisory arbitration" is that "the arbitrator's neutrality will make
his award difficult to reject, and thus encourage settlement."
24. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 3543.4 (West Supp. 1985) provides:
No person serving in a management position, senior management position, or a
confidential position shall be represented by an exclusive representative. Any
person serving in such a position may represent himself or herself individually or
by an employee organization whose membership is composed entirely of employ-
ees designated as holding such positions, in his or her employment relationship
with the public school employer, but, in no case, shall such an organization meet
and negotiate with the public school employer.
organization composed entirely of management personnel.2 5 A Cali-
fornia public school employer may not refuse to "meet and confer"2
with such a management group on matters concerning salary, hiring
decisions and transfer.
2 7
In Pennsylvania, although the Public Employe Relations Act of
1970 gave the right to organize and join unions to "first-level" super-
visors, a the right to strike and to negotiate a contract was denied.29
The "first-level" supervisors' unions could only "meet and discuss"
with employers, 30 a right very similar to that extended in California.
As discussed below, the courts very narrowly construed the definition
of "first-level" supervisor in the public school context with the result
that very few of those persons commonly considered to be school ad-
ministrators, particularly principals and assistant principals, were
covered. Under Act 93, Pennsylvania has provided virtually all
school administrators with modified statutory coverage that is differ-
ent in many respects from the "first-level" supervisor coverage of the
Public Employe Relations Act of 1970. The specific provisions of Act
93 are discussed in detail below.
III. History of School Administrator Rights in Pennsylvania
Prior to 1968, Pennsylvania fell within that category of states
that gave no statutory collective bargaining rights to any public em-
ployees and statutorily prohibited public employees from striking.
3 1
Act 111, however, was adopted in 1968, permitting policemen and
firemen to bargain collectively, but providing for binding arbitration
in place of the right to strike.3 1 In 1970, the Pennsylvania Legisla-
ture extend bargaining rights to other public employees by enacting
Pennsylvania's most comprehensive public sector labor statute, the
Public Employe Relations Act of 1970.11 This statute gave rank-and-
file public employees, including teachers, the right to join unions, to
negotiate contracts and to strike in the event of impasse.34
25. Id.
26. CAL. Gov'T CODE § 3543.4 (West 1980) ("Notes of Decisions" summarizing 58
Op. Atty. Gen. 245 (1975)).
27. Id.
28. See PERA §§ 1101.301(6), (19), 1101.401, 1101.704.
29. PERA § 1101.704 provides that "Iplublic employers shall not be required to bar-
gain with units of first level supervisors . . . but shall be required to meet and discuss . . . on
matters deemed to be bargainable for other public employe[e]s covered by this act."
30. Id.
31. From 1947 to 1968 all Pennsylvania public employees were expressly prohibited
from striking and, for violation, would be subject to loss of employment. If reemployed, com-
pensation was to be frozen for three years and the public employee was to be on probation for
five years. ASA §§ 215.2 to .4 (Purdon 1964).
32. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 43, §§ 217.1-217.10 (Purdon Supp. 1985).
33. See supra note 11.
34. See PERA §§ 1101.401, 1101.1003.
Upper level management, however, was excluded from coverage
under the Public Employe Relations Act of 1970.35 "First-level" su-
pervisors were the only rank-and-file employees given any rights
under the act, and those rights did not include the right to negotiate
contracts or the right to strike.3 "First-level" supervisors could only
join unions and "meet and discuss" with employers. 37 Under the
"meet and discuss" provisions, a supervisors' union could submit rec-
ommendations to an employer and discuss them with the employer.
The employer, however, retained the right to make the final decision,
and could totally ignore the recommendations of the supervisors'
union.38
At first it appeared that the wording of the statute would permit
many principals and assistant principals to be considered "first-level"
supervisors, thereby coming within the purview of the Act. The
courts, however, in such decisions as Employees of Carlynton School
District v. Carlynton School District,"9 have held that most princi-
pals and assistant principals are non-covered "management level em-
ployes' 40 because they determine, or are administratively responsible
for the implementation of, school policy. "First-level" supervisors
may not have such policy responsibilities."' Thus most management
level employees within a school district are specifically excluded
from coverage under the Public Employe Relations Act of 1970 by
virtue of the court-interpreted definition of "first-level supervisor."
While formally organized teacher bargaining units negotiated
contracts providing significant increases in wages and benefits, school
administrators did not fare as well. From 1974 to 1984, annual ad-
ministrator salary increases lagged between one-half and two percent
behind teacher increases.42 Administrator salaries fell to below the
national average while Pennsylvania per-pupil expenditures for edu-
35. See PERA § 1101.301(2) (management level employees excluded from definition
of "public employe[el").
36. See PERA § 1101.704.
37. Id.
38. Id. at § 1101.301(17) (defining "meet and discuss").
39. 31 Pa. Commw. 631, 337 A.2d 1033 (1977).
40. "Management level employe" is defined as "any individual who is involved directly
in the determination of policy or who responsibly directs the implementation thereof and shall
include all employes above the first level of supervision." PERA § 1101.301(16). The princi-
pals and assistant principals in Carlynton acted on grievances, sat on the employer's bargain-
ing team, were involved in hiring, made room and course assignments, prepared master sched-
ules, evaluated teachers and revised and updated a document entitled "Building Policy."
Carlynton 31 Pa. Commw. at 635, 377 A.2d at 1034-35.
41. This follows by implication from the definition of "management level employe." In
Carlynton a school reading supervisor was properly classified as a "first level" supervisor since
she was not involved directly in determination of, and did not responsibly direct implementa-
tion of, school policy. 31 Pa. Commw. at 637-38, 377 A.2d at 1036.
42. Interview with Frank S. Manchester, Executive Director, Pennsylvania Associa-
tions of Elementary and Secondary School Principals, in Camp Hill, Pennsylvania (September
25, 1985) [hereinafter cited as Manchester Interview].
cation ranked near the top nationally.43 By 1984 approximately
thirty-five percent of school principals and sixty percent of assistant
principals would have been earning more per diem had they stayed
in the teaching ranks."' In one instance, teachers and custodians in a
certain district received six percent salary increases while the dis-
trict's three administrators' salaries were frozen to provide funds to
resurface a tennis court.45
Administrators also developed concerns that were not directly
linked to their level of pay. Many felt they were being left out of the
overall educational policy-making process at the district level. Some
administrators would learn of new salary levels by reading the news-
paper. Even when communication flowed through organizational
channels, the administrators would often learn of a months-old pol-
icy decision made without their input.
46
Over the years, several bills were introduced in the legislature to
give administrators collective bargaining rights similar to those
which had been granted to teachers. 47 None of those bills, however,
ever came out of committee to be voted on by the General Assembly.
Proponents of those bills attribute their failure to negative public re-
action to the Public Employe Relations Act of 1970 and to national
trends against collective bargaining by public employees.' 8
IV. Adopting the Management Team Philosophy
As the school administrators' position continued to deteriorate,
it became clear to the administrators' leadership that a standard col-
lective bargaining approach stood no chance of success in the fore-
seeable future. At the same time, the emerging national attention on
group-oriented management techniques utilized by Japanese busi-
nesses and by many successful American companies' 9 focused the
leadership's attention on the management team concept that had
been evolving in the Pennsylvania educational community.50
The management team concept employed in the public schools
may have many variations. Its essence, however, is that all levels of
management will actively participate in the development of educa-
tional policies and administrative procedures. The management team
43. F. Manchester, Can Meet and Discuss Really work? Pennsylvania Launches
Unique Meet and Discuss Program 4 (Sept. 1984) (unpublished paper) [hereinafter cited as
Manchester].
44. Manchester Interview, supra note 42.
45. Id.
46. Id.
47. See, id. See also Pennsylvania School Boards Association, Inc., Employee Relations
Guidelines - Compensation Plans for School Administrators I (no date).
48. Manchester Interview, supra note 42.
49. See generally T. PETERS & R. WATERMAN, JR., IN SEARCH OF EXCELLENCE (1982).
50. Manchester Interview, supra note 42.
may consist of all district administrators or of representatives from
the various levels, supplemented on occasion by all administrators.
Team meetings are held on a regular basis. Typical objectives of a
management team would be to provide input on district educational
goals and objectives, on financial plans and budgets, and on teacher
contracts. Another objective may be to address economic concerns of
management employees. 5
The management team concept had actually been supported in
principle by statewide associations representing principals, superin-
tendents and school boards as early as 1973.52 The administrators'
leadership decided to build upon this concept in its attempt to gain
passage of legislation that would provide relief to Pennsylvania's
school administrators.53
V. The Legislative History
This new approach took the form of Senate Bill 928,"' intro-
duced July 13, 1983. 55 Rather than extend coverage of the Public
Employe Relations Act of 1970, the School Code was to be amended
by adding a section 1164. As introduced, Senate Bill 928 covered all
school employees below the rank of district superintendent or assis-
tant superintendent (or someone with a comparable title) who were
not covered by the Public Employe Relations Act of 1970. It re-
quired school boards, upon request of a majority of the district's ad-
ministrators, to meet and discuss compensation and related matters
in good faith with administrative representatives. It further provided
that decisions made during this process be described in a written
agreement to be signed and dated by administrator and school board
representatives. The bill was expressly created "to provide a means
by which compensation matters affecting school administrators can
be resolved within the framework of a management team philoso-
phy."'56 The bill passed the Senate on January 23, 1984 without floor
debate and was sent on to the House for consideration.
5 7
The House Education Committee amended Senate Bill 928.
58
School personnel directors and business managers who were not also
51. Pennsylvania School Boards Association, Inc., Policy Guides No. 327 - Adminis-
trative Employees, Management Team 1-3 (no date) [hereinafter cited as Pennsylvania School
Boards].
52. Manchester, supra note 43, at 2.
53. Manchester Interview, supra note 42.
54. S.B. 928, Printers No. 1127, Session of 1983 (introduced by Sens. Rhoades, Bright-
bill, O'Pake, Reibman and Rocks) (July 13, 1983).
55. PA. HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS A-117 (1983-84).
56. S.B. 928, supra note 54.
57. PA. SENATE LEGIS. J. 1560 (Jan. 23, 1984).
58. PA. HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS A-117 (1983-84).
principals were removed from coverage. 59 The amended version pro-
vided simply for meetings between the school board and administra-
tors rather than for meetings with administrator representatives.60 In
lieu of a signed written agreement, school boards were required to
adopt "written administrator compensation plans."'" A specific
cross-reference was inserted to indicate that administrators contin-
ued to be subject to the Public Employe Anti-Strike Act. 2
Of these changes, the first three were made to meet objections
by those who opposed earlier attempts to pass administrator collec-
tive bargaining laws. The provision for a signed, written agreement
had met with the most opposition because opponents feared that
courts would interpret it to require the parties to reach an agreement
on compensation and related issues, thereby diluting the authority of
the school boards. The administrators' lobby requested that the
cross-reference be inserted to make it clear that the fact-finding
panel mechanism established by the Public Employe Anti-Strike
Law remained effective. The administrators considered this a valua-
ble tool because this mechanism could be invoked to bring in third
party opinion and to appeal to public opinion through the hearings
and the final panel report. 63
After addition of unrelated amendments in the Appropriations
Committee, 64 and irrelevant changes on the House floor, 5 the bill
passed the House and was returned to the Senate for concurrence on
the changes.66 As happens often in the legislature, the Senate re-
fused to agree to the House changes and a conference committee
was formed.67 In conference, Senate Bill 928 was combined with
House Bill 690, which included funding changes for Philadelphia
schools.6 8 House Bill 690, as reported from conference, passed both
houses and was signed into law June 29, 1984.9 It is noteworthy
that at no point in the legislative process was there any recorded
59. See S.B. 928, Printers No. 1999, Session of 1983 (as re-reported from Committee




63. Manchester Interview, supra note 42.
64. See S.B. 928, Printers No. 2028, Session of 1983 (as re-reported from Committee
on Appropriations, House of Representatives, as amended (May 22, 1984)) (amendments re-
lating to pupil transportation).
65. See PA. HOUSE LEGIS. J. 1226 (May 30, 1984); see also S.B. 928, Printers No.
2040, Session of 1983 (as amended on third consideration, House of Representatives (May 30,
1984)) (amendment relating to pupil transportation).
66. PA. HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS A-117 (1983-84); PA. HOUSE LEGIS. J. 1243 (May
30, 1984).
67. PA. HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS A-117 (1983-84).
68. See H.B. 690, Printers No. 3388, Session of 1983 (as reported from conference
(June 28, 1984)).
69. PA. HISTORY OF HOUSE BILLS A-94 (1983-84).
debate on those parts of Senate Bill 928 and House Bill 690 that
granted new rights to school administrators by adding section 1164
to the School Code.
VI. Interpreting Section 1164
Although the trail of language changes is clear, the lack of re-
ported legislative debate diminishes the importance of legislative his-
tory as an aid in divining legislative intent and in determining the
proper construction of the provisions of section 1164. Fortunately,
however, Pennsylvania's rules of statutory construction permit con-
sideration of many other factors.
7 0
A. Who Is Covered
One of the threshold questions that will arise in interpreting the
statute will ask which employees are covered by section 1164. A ba-
sic rule of construction dictates that when the words are clear and
unambiguous, the letter of the statute is not to be disregarded.7 1
Thus, the express language contained in the statute must first be ex-
amined. The statute defines "school administrator" as:
any employe of the school entity below the rank of district su-
perintendent, executive director, director of vocational-technical
school, assistant district superintendent or assistant executive di-
rector, but including the rank of first level supervisor, who by
virtue of assigned duties is not in a bargaining unit of public
employes . . . under the . . . 'Public Employes Relations Act.'
However, this definition shall not apply to anyone who has the
duties and responsibilities of the position of business manager or
personnel director, but not to include principals.
7 2
A careful reading of the second sentence, with due attention to the
use of the comma 73 to set off the qualifying phrase, indicates that
non-principals serving as business managers or personnel directors
are specifically excluded. The first sentence clearly indicates that the
uppermost rank of school administrators is also excluded from
coverage.
The lowest rank that might be covered by the statute, however,
is not absolutely clear; the statute only states that "first-level" super-
70. See generally Rules of Construction, 1 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. §§ 1901-1910 (Pur-
don Supp. 1985).
71. I PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 1921(b) (Purdon Supp. 1985).
72. § 11-1164(a).
73. See I PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 1923(b) (Purdon Supp. 1985), which provides that
"[iln no case shall the punctuation of a statute control or affect the intention of the General
Assembly in the enactment thereof but punctuation may be used to aid in the construction
thereof ...."
visors not covered by the Public Employe Relations Act of 1970 are
included. The object of construction is to give effect to the intention
of the General Assembly"' and words or phrases which do not con-
flict with that intent may be added to clarify the meaning.75 Since
"first-level" supervisors who are covered by the Public Employe Re-
lations Act are excluded and since subsection (b) clearly speaks in
terms of a "management team," it is obvious that rank-and-file per-
sonnel (primarily teachers) were not intended to fall under the pur-
view of the statute. Accordingly, the first sentence should be read as
'any employee of the school entity above the level of the rank-and-
file and below the rank of district superintendent ... 
B. Conduct of "Meet and Discuss" Sessions
While the statutory language defining "school employer" as the
appropriate school board is clear and requires no interpretation,
there is some ambiguity regarding what actions school boards and
administrators are required to undertake. Subsection (c) provides
that "School employers, upon the written request of a majority of
the school administrators in the district, shall be required to meet
and discuss in good faith with the school administrators or adminis-
trator compensation prior to adoption of the compensation plan."'7 6
The phrase "meet and discuss in good faith" is not defined in section
1164 nor in any other section of the School Code.
"Meet and discuss," however, is a phrase the Pennsylvania Leg-
islature previously used in the Public Employe Relations Act of
1970. Therein it was defined as "the obligation of a public employer
upon request to meet at reasonable times and discuss recommenda-
tions submitted by representatives of public employes: Provided, that
any decisions or determinations on matters so discussed shall remain
with the public employer and be deemed final on any issue or issues
raised."
77
While the phrase "good faith" is not defined in the Public Em-
ploye Relations Act of 1970, nor employed therein in conjunction
with "meet and discuss," the Commonwealth Court in Common-
wealth Labor Relations Board v. Association of Pennsylvania State
College and University Faculties, (APSCUF)7 8 delineated a "good
faith" requirement in the "meet and discuss" context. The court
74. Id. § 1921(a) (Purdon Supp. 1985).
75. Id. § 1923(c) (Purdon Supp. 1985) indicates that "[wiords and phrases which may
be necessary to the proper interpretation of a statute and which do not conflict with its obvious
purpose and intent, nor in any way affect its scope and operation, may be added in the con-
struction thereof."
76. § 11-1164(c).
77. PERA § 1101.301(17).
78. 24 Pa. Commw. 337, 355 A.2d 853 (1976).
noted that in negotiation of collective bargaining agreements there is
a "good faith" requirement which is "generally satisfied by a bona
fide attempt of one party to reach agreement with the other party."
The court indicated, however, that this was not an appropriate for-
mulation of "good faith" in the "meet and discuss" context because
the purpose of "meet and discuss" is not to arrive at a collective
bargaining agreement but to provide a "forum for dialogue" on mat-
ters not the subject of a collective bargaining agreement.
The court stated that an employer would be guilty of an unfair
labor practice 79 if it met and discussed in "bad faith." Reaching a
conclusion before the session, refusing to attend or failing to provide
an opportunity for employees to persuade would be considered "bad
faith." This prohibition of "bad faith" implied "good faith insofar as
it pertains to fairness and sincerity . . ." in "meet and discuss"
sessions.80
These definitions cannot, however, be incorporated into section
1164 analysis without additional consideration. The object of all
statutory construction is to give effect to the intent of the legisla-
ture.81 Certainly, had the legislators intended the doctrines attendant
to the Public Employe Relations Act of 1970 to be applied to school
administrators, they could simply have extended that statute's "meet
and discuss" coverage to all administrators. Courts have indicated
that differences between the private sector and the public sector lim-
its the usefulness of federal labor law precedents in interpreting pro-
visions of public sector labor relations acts."2 Similarly, the fact that
section 1164 deals exclusively with school managers while the Public
Employe Relations Act deals in large part with lower level employ-
ees suggests that very careful consideration be given to all available
factors that may assist in determining the appropriate meaning of
"meet and discuss in good faith."
The Pennsylvania School Boards Association cited the Public
Employe Relations Act of 1970 definition of "meet and discuss" in
explanatory materials distributed to school board presidents, chief
school administrators and school solicitors following enactment of
section 1164.83 In a membership advisory statement, Frank S.
79. "Unfair labor practice" is a term of art and is generally defined in each applicable
labor relations statute. In Pennsylvania, "refusing to comply with the requirements of meet
and discuss" is one of those actions identified as an "unfair practice." PERA §
I 101.1201(A)(9).
80. Commonwealth Labor Relations Board, 24 Pa. Commw. at 344, 355 A.2d at 857.
81. I PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 1921(a) (Purdon Supp. 1985).
82. See Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board v. State College Area School District, 461
Pa. 494, 499, 337 A.2d 262, 264 (1975).
83. Pennsylvania School Boards Association, Inc., Employee Relations Guidelines -
Compensation Plans for School Administrators 4 (no date).
Manchester, Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Association of
Elementary and Secondary School Principals, and the man who
drafted the original Senate Bill 928, characterized the "good faith"
requirement as meaning "the meeting must be more than sit and
listen. There must be genuine discussion and attempts to respond to
administrator concerns. 84 This goes somewhat beyond the "good
faith" requirement of APSCUF. These explanatory communications,
however, provide little aid in interpretation since these publications
were issued after, rather than before, legislative action85 and since
the views of one who drafts a bill are regarded as unsafe guides in
interpretation, although they may be considered.86 Proper statutory
construction requires looking to the purpose expressed by the legisla-
ture in the statute, the occasion and necessity for the statute, the
object to be attained, the consequences of a particular interpretation,
as well as any existing legislative history."
The purpose of the Public Employe Relations Act of 1970, as
expressed by the legislature, was "to promote orderly and construc-
tive relationships between public employers and their employes
... "88 The purpose of "meet and discuss" under the Public Em-
ploye Relations Act of 1970 was to provide a forum for dialogue.8
Under section 1164 of the School Code, the purpose of "meet and
discuss in good faith" and other provisions was "to provide a means
by which compensation matters affecting school administrators can
be resolved within the framework of a management team philoso-
phy." 90 The contrast between the purpose of the Public Employe Re-
lations Act of 1970's "meet and discuss" requirement and the pur-
pose of the section 1164 "meet and discuss in good faith" is
admittedly subtle. Nevertheless, it does appear that the cooperative,
interactive nature of the "management team philosophy" may imply
more give-and-take under the section 1164 approach - serious, in-
depth discussion of the issues by both sides, rather than simply an
opportunity for dialogue.
This formulation of the "good faith" requirement is supported
as well by consideration of the occasion, necessity and objective of
the statute. If school boards are not required to show serious consid-
84. Manchester, Meet and Discuss Advisory, 2 Profile Legislative Bulletin, Nov. 2,
1984, at 4.
85. See I PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 1939 (Purdon Supp. 1985) (comments of entity that
drafted a statute may be consulted if such were generally available prior to consideration of
the legislation by the General Assembly).
86. E.g., Tarlo's Estate, 315 Pa. 321, 172 A. 139 (1934).
87. See I PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 1921 (Purdon Supp. 1985).
88. PERA § 1101.101.
89. Commonwealth Labor Relations Board, 24 Pa. Commw. at 343, 355 A.2d at 856.
90. § 11-1164(b).
eration of administrator problems, it seems likely that compensation
problems, which brought about enactment of the statute, will con-
tinue. Certainly, if the administrators see the school boards as totally
non-responsive, morale will decline and there will be less chance for
the success of team management, an objective which the legislature
has manifestly endorsed.91
In formulating the "good faith" requirement, however, one must
also consider the effect of the interpretation in light of the legislative
history. The legislature specifically excised provisions from Senate
Bill 928 that would have required a signed, written agreement, and
instead favored a board-adopted compensation plan. In addition, the
legislature did not expand coverage under the Public Employe Rela-
tions Act of 1970; it enacted separate legislation. Since it is obvious
that the legislature did not intend that section 1164 have the ear-
marks of legislation that requires collective bargaining to a final
agreement, the formulation of "good faith" should stop somewhat
short of requiring a showing of a bona fide attempt to reach such an
agreement.
To summarize, the Public Employe Relations Act of 1970 and
the court decisions applying that act suggest that a school board
must meet at reasonable times and must not decide questions in ad-
vance of the sessions. Consideration of other factors suggests that
while a school board need not go to great lengths in an attempt to
reach an agreement, it must engage in serious, in-depth discussion of
the matters raised by the administrators.
C. Subject Matter for "Meet and Discuss"
Having determined who may request to "meet and discuss" and
how the sessions are to be conducted, it is necessary to determine
what is to be discussed. The statutory definition of "administrative
compensation" indicates that mandatory subjects for discussion are
"administrator salaries and fringe benefits and shall include any
board decision that directly affects administrator compensation such
as administrative evaluation and early retirement programs."92
The legislature has not chosen to use the phrase "wages, hours
and other terms and conditions of employment" which defines the
scope of the subject matter that may be bargained under the Public
Employe Relations Act of 1970."8 But because "salaries" are in-
91. See generally id. (purpose of Administrator "meet and discuss").
92. Id. at (a).
93. See PERA § 1101.701 which provides:
Matters subject to bargaining
Collective bargaining is the performance of the mutual obligation of the
public employer and the representative of the public employes to meet at reason-
cluded in the definition of "wages ' 94 and because the courts have
included "fringe benefits" within the meaning either of "wages" or
"other terms and conditions of employment,"95 it may be that the
case law under the Public Employe Relations Act of 1970 will sug-
gest whether particular items qualify as section 1164 "salaries" or
"fringe benefits." '96 Since "salaries" and "fringe benefits" are widely
used terms, however, the general rule is that they should be given
their "common and approved usage."
97
The phrase "any board decision that directly affects administra-
tor compensation" seems much more ambiguous. Because the two
enumerated items in the statute - administrative evaluation and
early retirement programs - are the primary compensation-related
concerns of administrators,98 it may well be that the ambiguity of
the general phrase will not generate much litigation. If such litiga-
tion occurs, however, the doctrine of ejusdem generis, adopted by
statute in Pennsylvania,99 will aid in interpretation. The essence of
this doctrine is that items enumerated in a statute define a class of
items and a general phrase incorporates all other items in a class. 100
Any new item that becomes a point of contention will be compared
in all particulars with the enumerated examples. If enough similari-
ties exist, it will be designated as part of the class.
There are two other points that might have an effect on what
administrators and school board members will discuss. First, the
able times and confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours and other terms
and conditions of employment, or the negotiation of an agreement ....
94. Id. at § 1101.301(14) defines wages as "hourly rates of pay, salaries or other forms
of compensation for services rendered."
95. See Pennsylvania State Education Association v. Baldwin Whitehall School Dis-
trict, 30 Pa. Commw. 149, 156, 372 A.2d 960, 963 (1977) (a retirement allowance is a "term
or condition of employment"); In re Appeal of Cumberland Valley School District, 483 Pa.
134, 144, 394 A.2d 946, 951 (1978) (health and life insurance and tuition reimbursement are
"other forms of compensation for services rendered" that are part of the definition of "wages"
under PERA § 1101.301(14)); State College Education Association v. Pennsylvania Labor
Rel. Bd., 9 Pa. Commw. 229, 243, 306 A.2d 404, 412 (1973), remanded 461 Pa. 494, 337
A.2d 262 (1975) (classification not affected by Supreme Court decision; sick and hospital ben-
efits, vacation benefits and retirement benefits are "other items and conditions of
employment").
96. Since the scope of mandatory subject matter under PERA is broader than the
scope of mandatory subject matter under § 1164, a court's finding that a particular item quali-
fies as "wages" or "other terms and conditions of employment" under PERA would mean only
that the item may qualify under § 1164. A particular decision may, however, use more specific
language which would indicate more definitively that the particular item should be considered
within § 1164 "salaries" and "fringe benefits"; E.g., Cumberland Valley, 483 Pa. at 144, 394
A.2d at 951 (referring to health and life insurance and tuition reimbursement as "fringe
benefits").
97. I PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 1903(a) (Purdon Supp. 1985) (non-technical "[wiords
and phrases shall be construed according to . . .their common and approved usage .
98. Manchester Interview, supra note 42.
99. See I PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 1903(b) (Purdon Supp. 1985).
100. See id. The fact that the general here precedes, rather than follows, the specific
does not seem significant.
words "administrator compensation" are limiting - only items
within the scope of the definition of that phrase are mandatory sub-
jects for "meet and discuss." 10' Second, there is nothing to prevent
the parties from voluntarily meeting and discussing other items in
pursuit of the team management philosophy.
D. The Administrator Compensation Plan
After holding the "meet and discuss" sessions, a school board
must adopt an "Administrator Compensation Plan" to remain in ef-
fect for a specified period of not less than one year. (A plan must be
adopted even if no "meet and discuss" sessions are requested.) 02
The plan must include an administrative salary program description,
salary amounts or salary schedule, and a listing of fringe benefits., 0
Although neither the timing nor content requirements seem ambigu-
ous, the effect of adopting such a plan, especially regarding the ex-
tent to which the plan is binding, may be open to question.
Although the legislature removed language mandating a signed,
written agreement between the parties, this need not be read to im-
ply that a unilaterally adopted plan would not be just as binding on
the school district. It seems that this change in the bill was made to
insure only that the courts would not interpret the statute as requir-
ing the parties to bargain to an agreement. 1°4
Further, a legislature would not require school boards to expend
so much time and effort only to bring about a non-binding plan. This
result would be so illogical that it could not have been the intent of
the legislature. 10 5 In addition, a non-binding plan would do little to
eliminate the administrators' insecurity over compensation matters,
one of the objectives of the enactment. Accordingly, the administra-
tor compensation plan should be viewed as a binding document.
VII. Fact-Finding
One of the more interesting features of Act 93 is the provision
101. Cf State College Education Ass'n., 9 Pa. Commw. at 242-43, 306 A.2d at 412
("wages, hours and other terms and conditions of employment" are words of limitation and
"do not require collective bargaining on other subjects").
102. § I1-1 164(d) requires school employers "to adopt written administrator compensa-
tion plans which shall apply to all eligible school administrators . . . .and which shall con-
tinue in effect until a time specified in the compensation plan, but in no event for less than one
school year."
103. § 1 - 164(e) provides that an administrator compensation plan shall include, but
not be limited to: (1) a description of the program determining administrative salaries; (2)
salary amounts or a salary schedule; and (3) a listing of fringe benefits.
104. Manchester Interview, supra note 42.
105. Cf Pittsburgh City Fire Fighters Local #1 v. Barr, 408 Pa. at 334, 184 A.2d at 593
(difficult to believe legislature would have established the elaborate grievance procedure under
the ASA if it had not intended it to be used for major disputes).
affirming the continuing applicability of the Public Employe Anti-
Strike Act 10 6 to school administrators. 1 7 On its face this may simply
appear to be a legislative effort to differentiate clearly between treat-
ment of school administrators and rank-and-file employees, who are
covered by the Public Employe Relations Act of 1970.108 Looking to
the substance of the Public Employe Anti-Strike Act, however, it is
clear that by this provision the legislature has, in fact, ensured the
availability of a significant grievance processing mechanism to Penn-
sylvania school administrators.
The Public Employe Anti-Strike Act provides that "in order to
avoid or minimize any possible controversies" a public school em-
ployee may request his or her school board to set up a three-member
fact-finding panel. The school board must set up the panel within
fifteen days of the employee request. One member is to be an em-
ployee chosen by the employees, one is to be a board member chosen
by the board, and the third is to be appointed by the state education
department. Members of the panel are not to be compensated but
the school board must pay all necessary travel expenses. The panel is
to meet within fifteen days and attempt to resolve the grievances
through negotiation and informal conferences. Thereafter, any of the
parties may request a hearing. If the grievance is not resolved infor-
mally within thirty days of the request for hearing, then the panel
must hold a full hearing. Within thirty days of the close of the hear-
ing, the panel must submit a report of its findings to the Governor,
the General Assembly and the head of the school board.109 A review
of the limited but illuminating body of case law that has developed
under this provision will suggest the scope and usefulness of this
grievance processing mechanism. 110
A. Panel Report Is Non-Binding
One of the earliest cases, Erie Firefighters Local No. 293 v.
Gardner"' made the key determination that the report of a three-
member panel is not binding on the governmental employer. In that
case the panel had recommended the adoption of a longevity pay
plan and a survivors and dependents plan. The city council refused
to follow the recommendation and the firefighters filed an action in
mandamus. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court affirmed per curiam
106. See supra note 7.
107. § 11-1164(0.
108. See supra note 11.
109. ASA § 215.1 (Purdon Supp. 1985).
110. For a brief discussion of the early case law, see Finkelhor, Municipal Corporations,
27 U. PiTT. L. REv. 215, 218-20 (1966).
III. 26 Pa. C & D 2d. 327 (C.P. Erie Co. 1961) aJFd per curiam, 406 Pa. 395, 178
A.2d 691 (1962).
the lower court decision which found that the statutory language did
not indicate the panel's findings would be binding and that, even if it
did, such a provision would be an unconstitutional delegation of a
legislative function."
2
B. School Board Must Set Up Panel
The question of whether convening a panel is discretionary was
settled by Pittsburgh City Fire Fighters Local #1 v. Barr."3 In that
case the mayor of Pittsburgh refused to convene a panel in response
to an employee request. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court reversed a
lower court decision that had refused to order the mayor to proceed.
The court noted that the grievance mechanism had been established
to compensate for the inability to strike and that it would be illogical
to believe the legislature would have provided an elaborate process of
hearings if it had not contemplated they would be used. The court
held that, given a grievance of the nature envisioned under the act
and an employee request for a panel, the public body must establish
the panel." 4
C. Standing To Request Panel
Several other cases established the general standing require-
ments relating to the grievance mechanism. In Broadwater v. Otto" 5
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court held that a discharged employee
had no status entitling him to participate in the grievance procedure
since the procedure was only available to a "public employee," which
is defined under the act as one "holding a position" with a govern-
mental agency or body." 6 In DeSensi v. Osborne the Washington
County Court of Common Pleas followed Otto in holding that a re-
tired employee lacks the status necessary to bring an action to cor-
112. The reader should be aware that a constitutional amendment was subsequently en-
acted that permitted arbitration awards under the police and firemen's bargaining law. PA.
STAT. ANN. tit. 43, §§ 217.1 to .10 (Purdon Supp. 1985) (Act 111). These awards can be
binding on the municipal employer. See Harney v. Russo, 435 Pa. 183, 186-88, 255 A.2d 560,
562 (1969).
113. 408 Pa. 325, 184 A.2d 588 (1962).
114. Id. at 333-34, 184 A.2d at 592-93; see also Local 211 of the American Federation
of State, County and Municipal Employees A.F.L.-C.I.O. v. Auberle, 45 Westmoreland L.J.
177 (Pa. C.P. 1963). In the latter case, the union requested that a fact-finding panel be set up
but the township refused. When the union brought an action in mandamus the township de-
fended on the basis that it had offered to negotiate and had offered a wage increase. The court
held that the defense was irrelevant since the statute contains no exception to permit delay in
setting up a panel.
115. 370 Pa. 611, 88 A.2d 878 (1952).
116. Id. at 615-16, 88 A.2d at 881; see also Lawson v. Board of Commissioners of Twp.
of North Versailles, 113 Pgh. L.J. 185, 189 (Pa. C.P. 1965). But note that a discharged pro-
fessional school employee is not foreclosed from administratively contesting a discharge since
the School Code provides for a hearing by the school board. PSC § 11-1127 (Purdon 1962).
pel the convening of a fact-finding panel.1 17 The DeSensi court also
held that a union could not have any standing separate from that of
an individual employee.11 An employee association was found to
have standing to assert the right of a public employee to request the
creation of a fact-finding panel in Pleasant Valley Education Asso-
ciation v. Rinker.' 9 Based on these cases it is clear that only a pre-
sent employee has standing to require formation of a fact-finding
panel, but his standing in this regard may be claimed by a group
representing the employee.
D. Scope of "Grievance"
The term "grievance," as it relates to the fact-finding mecha-
nism was broadly defined in Pittsburgh City Fire Fighters' to in-
clude disputes about wages, hours and working conditions as well as
the day-to-day complaints usually considered "grievances" in the
private sector. Seniority rights have been found to be of the same
nature. 21 Some issues, however, such as the right to have union dues
deducted, 2 or the refusal of an employer to designate an exclusive
bargaining agent,' 23 have been found to be outside the definition. In-
definite suspension was also excluded, basically on the policy ground
that to hear suspensions would encourage employers to discharge
employees immediately rather than to utilize the preferable proce-
dure of suspending and investigating fully before discharge. 12  The
Barr "grievance" definition appears from these cases to offer a good
definition for general use because the items specifically excluded are
not wages, hours or working conditions and are not relatively minor
operational disputes of a day-to-day nature.
117. 39 Pa. D. & C. 2d 282, 284 (C.P. Wash. Co. 1960).
118. Id. at 287.
119. 55 Pa. D. & C. 2d 471, 475-77 (C.P. Monroe Co. 1967) (members of unincorpo-
rated association many implement their rights through the medium of the association provided
they have given the association the authority to so represent them).
120. 408 Pa. at 332-33, 184 A.2d at 592. The court noted that, in the private sector,
issues of wages, hours and working conditions were resolved through collective bargaining and
not through the private sector grievance processes. But full collective bargaining was not avail-
able in the public sector and it was, in part, to compensate for this fact that the legislature
established the grievance procedure providing for fact-finding panels. The court thought it
illogical under the circumstances that the legislature would have established an elaborate
grievance procedure if it had not anticipated that major areas of public employee - employer
disagreement would be handled under the grievance procedure.
121. DeBlasio v. Capra, 413 Pa. 148, 196 A.2d 352 (1964).
122. Eberly v. Board of School Directors of Neshaminy School District, 43 Pa. D. &
C.2d 233 (C.P. Buck Co. 1967).
123. Philadelphia Teachers' Association v. LaBrum, 415 Pa. 212, 203 A.2d 34 (1964).
124. See Lawson, 113 Pgh. L.J. at 190.
E. What This Means to School Administrators
To summarize the case law, a currently employed administrator
may require his school board to establish a fact-finding panel to hear
his grievance. The grievance must be related to wages, hours, condi-
tions or employment or be a dispute of a more mundane, day-to-day
operational variety. An administrator's right may be exercised by an
employee association of which the administrator is a member. But
any panel findings will not be binding on the school board.
While there may be some instances, such as salary matters,
where administrators have the choice of seeking a grievance panel
directly, 25 it seems likely that in the future the grievance mecha-
nism will primarily provide an extension of, or expansion beyond, the
"meet and discuss" remedy newly established by Act 93. If the com-
pensation plan adopted after the concerned parties "meet and dis-
cuss" is deemed inadequate by the administrators, they can request a
fact-finding panel. If the school board refuses to "meet and discuss"
voluntarily an issue beyond the mandatory scope of section 1164,
there is a good chance the issue will fall within the broad Barr defi-
nition of "grievance" and the school administrators will be able to
utilize the fact-finding machinery to force attention to the issue.
While the fact-finding panel remedy is non-binding, the school ad-
ministrators feel that it can be effective because it brings to bear the
opinion of at least one disinterested panel member and because the
hearing before the panel, along with publication of the panel report,
will enable the administrators to appeal to public opinion.
12 6
VIII. The Future
Through Act 93, Pennsylvania school administrators appear to
have gained a much stronger position from which to seek improved
compensation packages from their school boards. At the least the
newly granted "meet and discuss" right, and the reaffirmed right to
fact-finding, ensure that administrator proposals will receive full
school board consideration. If necessary, administrators can use the
fact-finding report to gain the support of public opinion. Accord-
ingly, they no longer will be ignored while school boards are preoc-
125. Since § I 1-1164 specifically and unqualifiedly affirms the continuing applicability
of the ASA to school administrators, and since the legislators are presumed to have been
aware that most, if not all, of the items subject to "meet and discuss" also fell within the
courts' interpretation of the matters subject to ASA grievance panel procedures, it must be
concluded that the legislature intended that school administrators would have a choice of rem-
edies. Of course, it is clear that under § 1164 only a majority of a district's school administra-
tors can activate the "meet and discuss" mechanism while an individual administrator can
demand formation of a fact-finding panel under the ASA grievance procedure.
126. Manchester Interview, supra note 42.
cupied with teacher bargaining.
While this comment has generally proceeded from an optimistic
point of view, there is some cause for caution in looking to the future
of school administrator bargaining in Pennsylvania. There have al-
ready been some rumblings among school administrators to the ef-
fect that Act 93 did not go far enough and that "meet and discuss"
is a toothless remedy. 12 7 There is support for this view from the lack
of positive results that administrators perceived in the few instances
where some school administrators qualified for "meet and discuss"
under the Public Employe Relations Act of 1970.128
If all parties put their primary focus on pursuing a management
team approach, however, "meet and discuss" under section 1164
should be more successful. If, in each district, a management team is
fully involved in consultation on a broad range of policy and admin-
istrative concerns, as is the central idea of the management team
approach,129 common sense indicates that "meet and discuss" on
compensation matters will become just a routine aspect of that con-
sultation. In those districts where there is currently some degree of
antagonism between the board and administrators on compensation
matters, positive experience with the legislatively mandated "meet
and discuss" requirement may encourage the parties to more fully
utilize the management team approach. This could lead to a situa-
tion where successful "meet and discuss" sessions and positive con-
sultation on other matters mutually reinforce each other. 130 Experi-
ence over time and administrator compensation trends will indicate
the success or failure of Pennsylvania's new approach to school ad-
ministrator bargaining.
Should administrator compensation levels not improve, and
should the school districts begin losing qualified administrators, the
legislature will have to examine other alternatives. Full collective
bargaining rights, through extension of coverage under the Public
Employe Relations Act of 1970, would be one obvious option. The
political trends,131 however, would seem to favor an approach em-
ploying binding arbitration in place of the right to strike. There may




128. See generally id.
129. Pennsylvania School Boards, supra note 51.
130. In fact, the Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Association of Elementary and
Secondary School Principals plans to employ a "win-win" approach, seeking achievable objec-
tives and building progressively to a point of full management team involvement. Manchester
Interview, supra note 42.
131.. See supra note 48 and accompanying text.
132. Pennsylvania has employed statewide minimum salary schedules for many years.
For the time being, however, there is one thing that seems clear.
Pennsylvania has entered on a new course which has a unique focus.
If it does prove successful, it will not only benefit the school adminis-
trators of Pennsylvania, but it will offer a new option to those states
that presently afford no bargaining rights to school administrators.
James L. Fritz
See generally PSC § I I-1142 (Purdon Supp. 1985).

